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Doctoral Thesis Abstract
Réka Forrai

The Interpreter of the Popes.
The Translation Project of Anastasius Bibliothecarius

The dissertation presents the career of a medieval translator at the intersection
of two lines: the way knowledge of Greek put Anastasius Bibliothecarius in a
monopoly position at the papal court of the second half of the ninth century,
and the way the institution itself exploited his translating skills. I drew the
profile of a very sophisticated diplomat, who employed his language skills for
his own political purposes and for the institution he represented. Apart from
the intrinsic value of such a monographic study, these historico-philological
investigations also provide a more thorough insight into Greek-Latin cultural
interactions of the ninth century.
Anastasius Bibliothecarius, rough contemporary of Eriugena, Photios and alKindi, was active in the second part of the ninth century, a culturally
productive period everywhere in the medieval world, whether papal Rome or
the Western Frankish Kingdom, Byzantine Constantinople or the Baghdad of
the Abbasid caliphate. Born approximately between 800 and 817 and died
probably before 877, he was the most prolific translator of the ninth century.
His stormy life is one worthy of interest to the historian. He entered historical
records rather problematically - excommunicated and anathematised by Pope
Leo IV (847-855), and anti-pope of Benedict III (855-858) – we encounter him
afterwards again under slightly different circumstances, as a close collaborator
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of three ninth century popes: Nicholas I (858-867), Hadrian II (867-872), and
John VIII (872-882). He was acquainted with all the significant actors in lateninth century political and cultural life - the popes, the Frankish rulers Louis II
(825-875) and Charles the Bald(823-877), Hincmar of Rheims (ca. 806-882),
Eriugena (ca. 810-870) and Photios (ca. 810-893), are all in one way or the
other parts of his worldwide spider web. One of the main reasons he is so
often encountered on the Byzantium-Rome-Frankish court axis is that he
possessed a precious diplomatic skill, rare at that time in the West: knowledge
of Greek. His translations, featuring a wide range of literary genres, provide
ample proof of this knowledge.
The texts he chose for translation are exclusively drawn from the Christian
literary heritage, and consist mainly of late antique and early Byzantine
literature,

comprising

genres

such

as

hagiography,

theology,

and

historiography. While the sheer literary value of his selection of works from
the Greek patrimony may not excite much attention, I argue that a contextual
examination of his translations can reveal a well-defined agenda that served
political purposes, being embedded in the very practical aims and interests of
the Roman pontiffs.
For such a complex agenda, the traditional settings of a monograph seemed
too narrow a frame. I have decided to follow rather the current trend of nonlinear biographies, where lives are reconstructed in a mosaic-like manner,
focusing on distinctive moments of a protagonist’s activity, on scenes which
are at the crossway of the particular and the general, the individual and the
society he is part of.
My thesis assesses the craft of a medieval translator not only by reading the
texts translated, but also by examining other, para- as well as extra-textual
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elements (such as his prologues, their political and cultural context) to
reconstruct a deeply erudite and at the same time politically engaged project.
By calling this pursuit ‘project’ I suggest that his translations are not results of
random selection, reflecting his literary taste but an assortment of works
chosen using a logic which confers unity to it.
I have examined Anastasius’ project moving in concentric circles from the
inner logic to the outer logic of its constitution. First, the philological context:
that is to say the texts and their nature; second the historical context, mainly its
social and ideological setting: the network Anastasius constructed with these
translation-gifts; last but not least what I would call the final means and
motivation of such a project: that is, the role of translations in shaping cultural
identity.
Consequently, my thesis comprises the following main parts: after the
introductory part presenting Anastasius’ life and literary activity comes an
exhaustive and detailed catalogue of his works as well as the context of the
translations’ genesis, problems of composition and layout, genres and authors
preferred, and finally the methods and theories applied. This is followed by
the general historical frame, the social and ideological setting which called for
the existence of such a translation project. Illustrating some of my most
important points, two major case studies assist the general investigation,
analysing two different types of texts that have received little attention so far:
the passion of Saint Demetrius and the notes of Anastasius to Eriugena’s
translation of the Corpus Dionysiacum. Moreover, an unexpected thread
unfolded when I was reading the notes of Anastasius to the Corpus
Dionysiacum: as I argued in this chapter, it seems that we can include three
short fragments from Eusebius’ church history to the list of Anastasian
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translations. Next to the Eusebian fragments, I have also appended to the
dissertation a diplomatic edition of the text Saint Demetrius’ passion.
The pages of this dissertation are by no means the closing remarks on
Anastasius’ career. Of primary importance would be a research on Anastasius’
afterlife in the Middle Ages, Renaissance and perhaps even further, studying
not only the transmission of his texts, the survival of manuscripts, but the use
people made of his translations and indexing all references to his
achievements. Moreover, the apparition of the critical texts of the two
ecumenical councils will be a new landmark in the research of Greek and Latin
interactions. The translation of the scholia to the Corpus Dionysiacum would
also need further attention. And last but not least, perhaps the list of his
translations is not yet complete and further texts could be discovered.
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